[Development of gene-viral vector and its anti-tumor effect, a primary study].
To develop a new kind of vector system, named as gene-viral vector, which combines the advantages of the gene therapy and virus therapy. An anti-tumor gene was inserted into the genome of the replicative virus specific for the tumor cells by virus recombination technology. The killing effect, report gene expression of the green fluorescence protein, expression of the anti-tumor gene of mouse IL12, and the replication of the virus were observed respectively by cell pathology, fluorescence microscopy, ELISA and electron microscopy. A new kind of gene-viral vector system, in which the E1b-55 000 gene is deleted but the E1a gene of adenovirus is preserved, was constructed. The vector system possessed the same characteristics as the replicative virus ONYX-015, replication and proliferation in the tumor cells but not in the normal cells, thus specifically killing the tumor cells. Besides, it carried many kinds of anti-tumor genes. When carrying the report gene of the green fluorescence protein it made the expression of this gene in tumor cells far more effectively than the adenovirus vector employed in the traditional gene therapy did. However in the normal cells the expression of green fluorescence protein caused by this vector system was as little as or even less than that by the traditional adenovirus system. The similar result was also observed in the experiments of this vector system carrying the anti-tumor gene, gene of mouse IL12. The replication and proliferation of the virus carrying the gene of mouse IL12 in the tumor cells were confirmed by electron microscopy. Gene-viral vector is a new kind of vector in which the anti-tumor gene is inserted into the genome of the replicative virus specific for the tumor cells. It increases the expression of the anti-tumor gene by hundreds even tens of thousand times. It posseses all the advantages of gene therapy and virus therapy, thus further enhancing the curative effect and it overcomes such disadvantages as low transfer rate, low expression, lack of target tropism and low anti-tumor activity. It will become one of the most promising means in tumor treatment.